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relative movement between the him and

To ((72. ‘whom it may concern:

Be it, known that we, JOSEPH A. BALL and ‘wheel is preferably’ in a direction approxi

EnnnsrAIG-imasox, both citizens of'thev mately perpendicular tothe ?lm as Well as
United’ States of America, and residents of radially of the Wheel. ' By maintaining the ‘
5 Jamaica Plain and VVatertown, respectively, ?lm. approximately in a plane tangent to.
in the counties of Suffolk and Middleseigf, the wheel (instead of bending the ?lm 60
respectively, and State of Massachusetts, around a considerable extent‘ of the Wheel
have invented new and_}usetul Improve circumference as usual) and by producing
ments in Film Feeding and ‘Registering the relativemovement- perpendicularly of
10 ‘Mechanism, of which the following is a the'film and radially of the wheel, the rela—
tive movement can. be, readily effected even
with a wheel of the type havingperipherah '
termittently advancing a cinematographic sprocket teeth'intermeshing with, the ?lm... '
The feed wheel is actuated by intermittent
?lm and more particularly to. apparatus of

"speci?cation.

'

'

‘

"

i ' - This invention relates to apparatus for in

' the intermittently. rotating feed wheel or
‘drum

type.

,

~

I

drive mechanism including-,a; rotating elc-.

"ment andvthe. teed wheediis‘ mounted to‘

Objectsot the invention are quickly to swing about the axis ofthis element. \Vhen.

advance a ?lm,.to afi'ord intervals of rest ‘employing drive mechanism having a, (ll'lV-w

which are relativelyjlong in comparison to ing element (e. g. a pin wheel) intermesh-v the intervals ,of intermittent advance,v to ing with a driven‘ element '(e?g; a-sta'r 75
avoid injury to‘ the film in the intermittent wheel) the feedywheel and the driven ele—
advance, ‘to free the ?lm from the advancing ‘ment are preferably mounted to swing to-.

means during the rest inte‘rvals,_ to avoid gather about the axis of the drivingelement ,
lll]ll1'_\'- to the ?lm .in freelng it from the and this axis is preferably disposed approxi
' advancing means or in restoring contact, .llliItQl)’ in'the plane ‘r of the'a'pproximately
80

_'and to position the ?lm accurately ‘during straight portion of the ?lm- associated tan
gentially ‘with the feed -wl1eel._ Thus the
, the intervals of rest.
.

> -

However, the particular object is to attain teed wheel may be swung substantially per“
:the aforesaid'results in a machine where the pendicularly from the ?lm without throw
30' ?lm is moved a plurality of picture spaces ing the driving and driven elements'outo't
at each intermittent advance, as e. g. in cer

tain types of color cinematographic ina
‘chines, and at the same'time to avoid ex

cessive vibration and to ‘restrict the mech
anism to a convenient and practicable size.v
' Other objects . oi’ the invention are. to

facilitate. threading thev ?lm. into the ma
' chine, and to thread the ?lm withoutmov

mesh.

-

'

l

V

‘

The ?lm is held in positive relation to the
feed wheel by a guide which is preferably
pivoted and which preferably carries a cam

.follower' by which the guide is swung. to
and from the wheel: The cam for actuating
the follower is‘ formed in :one» of the driv- ‘

ing elements, preferably the pin wheel when
ing the ?lm guide and without disengaging employing 'pin' and star ‘wheels for inter- the intermeshing driving elements of the mittently driving the feed wheel;
One or more registeringpm‘s are provided
intermittent feed wheel or drum.
- 'l‘ he invention comprises means operating accurately to position'the'?lni after it is

‘

in synchronism with the intermittent feed disengaged from the feed wheel and these
wheel for intermittently disengaging the pins are preferably positioned on'the side
?lm and wheel from each other, preferably of the ?lm opposite ~to the wheel slightly
by, producing relative movement between in the rear of the wheel withtheir ends 100
the wheel and the ?lm radially of the Wheel, overlapping the ends of the sprocket teeth
Said means preferably includes means for lengthwise thereof so that the ?lm moves
holding the ?lm approximately in .a plane upon the ‘registering pins-‘as it moves oil"
tangent to the wheel so that the ?lm is as the sprocket teeth. In order to facilitate 105
sociated with the wheel through ' only a this transfer and avoid injury to the ?lm.
small extent of its periphery, whereby the the overlapping ends of the pins‘ and teeth
relative movement between the wheel and may be tapered, whereby the film may be

?lm radially of the Wheel is facilitated. The transversely shifted- by thetapered; ends as

1,519,840?)
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it is moved from the teeth to the-pins or which extends outwardly through an arcuate

~ slotilll in the plate 15 (Fig. l), connects
‘
‘
1
, ' 1
In order. more clearly to set forth the with a lug 16 on the bearingsupport 9
nature of the invention, one concrete em~ througl1._the medium of a link 17 (Fig. 5), a

vice versa.

,

bodiment is. shown in _the accompanying spring 18 being provided normally to hold

.
' " the .parts in the normal position illustrated
_
Fig. l is a side elevation of a mechanism, in the drawings._

drawings in which:

By moving the handle13 upwardly along
showing a portion of the housing in section;
Fig. 2 isa section on line 2+2 of Fig.1; the arcuate slot, the bearing support 9 is

‘10

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

3 is, a section
Zl-is a section
5 is a section
'6 is a section

on
on
on
on

line
line
line
line

3+—3 of
4-401"
5——5 of
6-—6 of

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

2;
2;
2;
4:;

rotated in a ‘counter-clockwise directio."

about‘ the axis )1 thereby ‘swinging the

sprocket wheel away from the‘?lm into the
position shown in ‘Fig. 9. ‘As-will appear
' Fig. 7 is a detail section showing the ?lm ‘ from Fig. 3, the axis of the rotatable bearing
support 9 is disposed substantially in the
on the registering p'ins;‘
Fig. 8 is a "similar view showing the ?lm plane of the ?lm so that the movement of

80

the sprocket wheel is substantially ‘per-‘pew
Fig. 9 is a similar wheel showing?the?lm .dicular to the ?lm .when the bearing sup

7' on the sprocket wheel;
.20

intermediate the registering pins and .the port 9 is rotated. By rotating the sprocket
sprocket wheel, thesprocket Wheel being re wheel and the star’ wheel about the axis of

' tracted; and

~

85

the pin- wheel, the “sprocket whecl may be

'

‘10 is a perspective view of the ?lm retracted from the ?lm for threading "a; ?lm

1

e.

.

,,

-

‘The particular embodiment of the inven

into- the machine without throwing the pin
and star wheels out "of mesh, whereby the

tion chosen for the giIirpose of illustration predetermined relationship between the pin

25
- " comprises a housing

90

, a revolving shutter vand star wheels necessary for thesynchro- .

S, the upper portion of the shutter being nous operation of the parts is not lost in

broken away, a prism set P, a ?lm guide G, threading the machine.

a sprocket wheel “7 carrying sprocket teeth

The ?lm guide G comprises ‘a plate 21

pins R. The prism‘ set P is ‘of the type dis

to engage the film, having openings 23 to

9 on its periphery, and a pair of registering having slots 22 to permit the sprocket teeth

closed in application Serial No. 77,237,'?led receive. the ends of the registering pins R
‘February 9, 1916 which comprises “two and having depending side flanges 24 for

_' prisms with a light-dividing grid 1 (Fig. 3) stiffening purposes. ‘The guide G is pro-v
35 '

therebetween', the prisms being shaped and vided at one end wit-h. bearings 25 pinned to

100

positioned so that a beam of light entering -a shaft 26 which is journaled in a bracket 27

"

along the line_2 is divided at the grid 1 into on the housing plate‘ 28. vThe guide also

two component beams 3 and 4 which are comprises a thin strip 29 parallel to the

re?ected to adjacent picture spaces on the plate 21 and joined thereto at the side 30,

40

film F in inverted relationship with respect the part 29 having an aperture registering
to each other. The, prism set is preferably with the apertures a and a’ 1n the ?lm-gate.
'mounted for adjustment relative to the ?lm The upper portion 29of the guide is not
gate apertures a and a’, the mount 4 being connected to the lower portion 21-on one
adjustable in the frame 5 both lengthwise side, the left-hand side in Fig. 6,'so that the
‘and crosswise of the ?lm-gate apertures by ?lm may be slipped between the parts 21

110

means of screws, one of which is shown at 6 and 29 from that side.

in Fig. 3. The ?lm F passes through the i The aforesaid shaft 26 carries on its inner
guide G and thence over the roller 7 in the end an arm 33 which is keyed thereto at its
lower. end and which carries a cam roll 34
direction of the arrows in Figs. 1 and 3.
'_ The sprocket wheel ‘V is journaled in an at its upper end. The cam roll 34: is disposed

eccentric‘ bushing 45 having a hexagonal in a cam groove 35 in the side vof the pin
; part 416 for'adJustme-nt, the bushing being wheel 11, the shape of the cam groove being
mounted in a bearing 8 ‘threaded into a such as to move the ?lm guide into the

cuppedsupport 9. The support 9 is mounted position shown in Fig. 7 at the end of each
in a recess in the housing H, by means of a intermittent advance of the ?lm and then

120

split washer 40-.~i0' (Figs. 2 and 5),-_to into the position shown in Fig. 8 immedi;
‘ rotate about its axis ‘X for a purpose herein

ately before the next intermittent morement

after described. The sprocket wheel ‘TV is of the sprocket . wheel.
connected to a star wheel 10 which meshes
As shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9, the

69.. ,with a pin wheel 11, the pin wheel being sprocket wheel is disposed only slightly in
mounted on a drive shaft 12 whose axis is advance of the registering pins so that the
(oincident with the aforesaid aXis X; Con tooth or teeth of the sprocket wheel in opera
tinuous rotation of the pin wheel 11 pro tive engagement with the film are disposed
duces intermittent rotation of the star wheel slightly in advance of the registering pins.
65

10 and the sprockct'wheel \V. A handle 13, Furthermore the ends of the pins and teeth

130
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‘preferably overlap‘ and are preferably ta}.

3. The method of recurrently registering ~

pered as shown in these ?gures. Moreover,‘ succeeding sections of cinematographic ?lm
the registering pins Rare disposed adJacent with the light aperture of a film gate which
' the plane of the light dividing grid 1, which comprises intermittently advancing the ?lm
‘plane is symmetrical with respect to the longitudinally into approximate registration
images formed at thetwo ?lm‘ gate apertures with the apertureby engagement with the
as disclosed in the prior Patent N 0., 1-,451,3s5 ?lm within the limits of the light aperture
and accurately registering the ?lm after‘ each

. granted April 10,119.24.
, The operation of the mechanism is as fol
10'

intermittent advance by shifting the ?lm
lows: To thread the machine, the handle 13 transversely upon a registering pin within‘
is moved upwardly in the slot 14 thereby said limits.“
.
__
‘swinging thelsprocket wheel away'gfrom the’ - 4. The method of recurrently registering
?lm-gate into the position shown in Fig. 9, succeeding sections of- cinematographic ?lm
in whichv position ther?lmv may he slid into with the light aperture of a ?lm gate which
the ?lm guide. fUpon-returning the handle ‘comprises intermittently advancing the ?lm

‘ ‘13 to the'position shown, the spring. 18 holds longitudinally into approximate registration

the sprocket wheelin normal position. ‘When _with the aperture by engagement with 'a -

sprocket-wheel opposite the light aperture

, the shaft 12 is continuously rotated, either
20

by hand or by motor, the pin wheel -11 is ro and accurately. registering the ?lm after each
tated continuously and the star wheel 10 and ‘intermittent advance by shifting the ?lm

sprocket wheel'lV are rotated intermittently. transversely upon atapered pin-intermediate
.
' |
,
The ?lm'guide Gris oscillated back and forth the ends of the aperture.
The method of recurrently registering
between the positions‘ shown in Figs. 7‘and '

succeeding sections-__of cinematographic ?lm‘ 90

. 8 1n synchronism with the intermittent mo

tion-of the sprocket wheel. Thus the ?lm is ' relative to a plurality of optical paths which

' moved o? the sprocket teeth and 'on to the; comprises ‘ii‘itermittently advancing the ?lm , '
registering- pins at the end of each intermit into approximate registration with ‘the op-' ,
tent advance and vice versa immediately be tical 'paths‘ and accurately registering the
fore the next intermittent advance. ,
?lnrafter. each intermittent advance by shift- '_

_ By this mechanism the ?lm is quicklyv ad ing‘ the‘ ?lm transversely upon a registering
vanced so that. the ratio between intervals pnnintermediate the axes of the. optical

I ‘ of'?lin. rest and the intervals ,of-?lm travel _

paths.

.

i

'

‘

"6'. Apparatus "for recurrently' registering
" compact, light in weight and the distance succeeding sections of cinematographic ?lm
is relatively high, the mechanism-is ‘very

of travel of the intermittently moving parts relative to a plurality of optical paths ‘com 1400
are short, whereby excessive vibration is prising means for intermittently advancing‘
avoided. At the same time the ?lm is freed the ?lm into approximate registration with ‘

from the feed mechanism vand accurately the optical paths, a registering pin inter
positioned relative‘ to the image forming ' mediate the axes ‘of the optical paths,- and.
40

parts of the machine during the periods of 'means for-‘alternately shifting the ?lm from i
In these'res-pec-ts the machine is in‘ said advancingjn'ieans to said registering‘ pin
comparable to feed mechanisms having re for accuratelyregistering the ?lm, said pin

- rest.

ciprocatory ?lm-feeding parts,‘ especially in

‘being constructed and arranged to move the '

color picture machines and other machines ?lm into exact registration with said optical 110
where the ?lm must be advanced a plurality paths when the ?lm isshifted thereto.
of picture spaces at a time and then accurate
‘ly registered for a brief interval.
l'Ve claimzi -,

a

"'

'
v

-

'

' 7; Apparatus for recurrently registering
‘succeeding sections _ of ~cinematographic ?lm
I relative to a plurality of optical paths com~

Q 1. The method of recurrently lregistering prising means for intermittently advanc-.
succeeding-sections of a cinematographic?lm ing the ?lm into approximate registration
' in a ?lm gate which comprises intermittently ' with the optical paths, a. registering pin ap

advancing the ?lm longitudinally into ap proximately mid-‘way between‘ theaxes of
' proximate registration and accurately regis— the o - tical )aths. and means for altcrnatcl"
tering the ?lm after each intermittent ar shifting the‘?lm from said advancing means
vance by shifting the ?lm transversely upon to said registering pin" for accurately reg-_
.

a registering pin. '

(ll)

65

,

J

»
120

istering the ?lm, said pin being constructed

2. The method of recurrentl'y registering and‘ arranged to move the. ?lm into exact
succeeding sections of cinematographic ?lm registration with said optical paths when
in a ?lm gate which comprises intermittentlyv the ?lm'is shifted thereto. _
i '
'

advancing the ?lm‘ into. approximate regis~ v8. Apparatus for recurrently registering
tration by engagement with a sprocket wheel, succeeding sections. of 'cinen'iatographic '?lmf
and accurately registering the ?lm after each relative to-a pluralityof optical paths com- ‘ intermittent advance > by‘ shifting the . ?lm prising a sprocket ‘wheel 1n one of'said paths
radially from thesprosket wheel upon continued for intermittentlv
adva'ncindthe.
~
"
"
a
130

registries PU!" :

?lm into approximate registration with‘the

»

1,579,805

optical paths, registering means within the

tangentially‘associated with said'lsprocket'".v

_ transverse limits of said paths, and “means wheel throughout a small extent of-its pe~ ~.

for alternately shifting the ?lm from said riphery so that the ?lm may be moved to
advancing means to said registering means ward and from the wheel without interfer 70
ence with the sprocket teeth, interacting
v i'or accurately registering the ?lm, said reg
istering means being constructed and ar driving and driven elements tonactuating'
ranged to move the ?lm into exact registra said sprocket intermittently, said driven ele- '- ‘I
tion withasaid optical paths when the ?lm is ment and sprocket wheel being mounted to
swing about the axis of said driving element
shifted thereto.
to
retract'the sprocket wheel for threading,
9.
Apparatus
of
the
character
described
10
comprising a. sprocket wheel for advancing and said axis being disposed substantially
' the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for mov in the plane of the portion of the ?lm tan.

ing the ?lm from the sprocket teeth during gentially associated with the sprocket wheel
intervals of rest, the ?lm being tangentially so that the sprocket teeth move substantially
associated with said sprocket wheel through perpendicularly from the ?lm when the

80

out a small extent of its periphery so that the sprocket wheel is retracted as aforesaid, and
?lm may be moved toward and from ‘the one of said elements having a cam for mov
'
J
wheel without interference with the sprocket ing said guide.
'13. Apparatus of the character described
. teeth, said guide being pivotally mounted
and carrying a cam’ follower, and means for, comprisinga sprocket wheel for advancing
intermittently actuating said sprocket and the ?lm intern'iittently, a ?lm guide for.‘
guide in synchronism, said means including moving the ?lm from the sprocket teeth

during intervals of rest, the ?lmbeing
10. Apparatus of the character described tangentially associated with said sprocket
comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing wheel throughout a small extent of its

a cam engaging said follower.
t: (A

the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for mov

periphery so that the ?lm may be moved

ing the ?lm from the sprocket teeth during toward and from the ‘wheel without inter
intervals of rest, the, ?lm being tangentially ference with the sprocket teeth, andinten‘
associated with said sprocket wheel through-v, acting‘ driving vand driven elements for 95
'30 out a small extent of its periphery so that the actuating said sprocket intermittently, said
?lm may be moved vtoward and from the driven element and sprocket wheel being
wheel without interference with the sprocket mounted to swing aboutthe axis of said

driving element ‘to retract the sprocket
teeth, and interactingdriving "and driven wheel
for threading, said driving element
elements for actuating said sprocket ‘inter

m‘ittently, said driven‘ element and SPI'OCkGL having a cam for actuating said guide.
wheel being mounted to swing about the . .14. Apparatus of the character described
axis of said drivmg'elementito retract the comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing
, sprocket wheel ‘for
40

threading.

,

the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for

11. Apparatus of the character described moving the ?lm from the sprocket teeth
comprising a sprocket wheel ‘for advancing during intervals of rest, the ?lm being
the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for tangentially associated with said sprocket
moving the ?lm from the sprocket teeth wheel throughout a small extent of its
during intervals of rest, the ?lm being tan periphery so that the ?lm may .be moved
gentially associated with said sprocket wheel toward and from the wheel without inter-_
throughout a small extent of its periphery ference with the sprocket teeth. and inter
so that the ?lm may be moved toward‘ acting driving and driven elements for
and from the wheel without interference actuating said sprocket intermittently1 said
driven element and sprocket wheel being
mounted to swing about the axis of said.

with the sprocket teeth, and interacting
driving and driven elements for actu
50, ating said sprocket intermittently, said
‘driven element and'sprocket wheel being

100

driving element to retract the sprocket
wheel for threading, said driving element

110

115

mounted to swing‘ about the axis of said having a. cam for actuating said guide and

60

driving element to’ retract the sprocket having its axis disposed substantially in the
wheel for threading, and said axis being dis plane of the ?lm in the guide.
15. Apparatus oi’ the character described
posed substantiallyin the plane of the por
tion of the ?lm tangentially associated with comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing
the sprocket wheel so that the sprocket teeth the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for mov
move substantially perpendicularly from ing the ?lm from the sprocket teeth during
the ?lm when the sprocket wheel is retracted intervals of rest, the ?lm being tangentially
associated with said sprocket wheel through
as aforesaid. .

12. Apparatus of the character described out a small extent of its periphery so that
comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing the ?lm may be moved toward and from the
the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for wheel without interference with the sprocket
moving, the ?lm from the sprocket teeth, teeth, said guide beingipivoted and having a

during intervals of rest, the’ ?lm being, cam follower, and interacting driving and

130
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driven elements for actuating said sprocket tating said sprocket, and synchronous means
intermittently, one of said elements having forshifting the ?lm from said pin to said
sprocket before each intermittent advance of
a cam for actuating said follower.
16. Apparatus ot' the character described the sprocket and vice versa after each ‘inter
comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing mittent advance, said pin being constructed
the ?lm intermittently, a' ?lm guide for and arranged to ‘move the ?lm'w into exact
moving the ?lm from the sprocket teeth dur registration with said aperture when the
'
i ing intervals of rest, the ?lm being tangen ?lm is shifted ‘thereto.
tially associated with said sprocket Wheel ‘20. Film' advancing and registering 'mechae
throughout a small extentof its periphery nism comprising a ?lm guide, .a registering
so that the ?lm may be moved toward and oin 'on one side of the bvuide , a s rocket‘
from the wheel Without interference with wheel on-the‘ other sideof the guide, the

the sprocket teeth, said guide being pivoted sprocket wheel carrying teeth which overlap
andhaving a cam follower, and interacting

the registering pin longitudinally thereof,

driving and driven elementsfor- actuating means for intermittently rotating U said

80

said ‘sprocket intermittently, .said driving wheel, andmeans for intermittently shifting ,
said guide to move the'?lm ?rst 'onrsaid

element having a: cam for‘ actuating sai
follower.

20

_

I

teeth and-then on-said pin respectively be

-

17. Apparatus of the character described fore and after each intermittent rotation of
v
Q
. '
comprising a sprocket wheel for advancing the sprocket wheel.

21. Filmadvancin'g and registeringmechw.
the ?lm intermittently, a ?lm guide for moving the ?lm from, the sprocket teeth during nism comprising a'?lm guide, a registering

said intervals of rest, the ?lm being tan‘ pin on one ‘side of the guide, a sprocket

>gentially associated with said 1 sprocket ' wheel 011 the other side of the. guide, ~the end‘ 90
wheel throughout a small extent of‘ its of each sprocket-tooth overlapping the end
periphery so that the film maybe moved of the registering pin and one of the over-V
toward and from the wheel Without inter lapping’ ends'being tapered, means for- inteu
ference with the sprocket teeth,vsaid. guide ,mittently rotating said wheel, andmeans for
being pivoted a1, ‘d having acam' follower, intermittently shifting said guide to ‘move
and interacting driving and driven elements the ?lm ?rst on said teeth and then on said
vfor actuating said sprocket intermittently, pin respectively before and after each inter- '_
said driving ‘element having a cam for actu-> mittent rotation of'the‘ sprocket wheel.. 4

22. Film advancinggand registering mecha
posedsubstantially in the plane of the ?lm nism comprising a?lm guide, a registering 10c
in the guide, and said driven element and‘ pin on one side of the guide, a sprocket
sprocket wheel being mounted to swing wheel on the other side of the guide, means.
about said axis to retract the-_ sprocket for for intermittently‘ rotating said wheel, the

> ating said follower. and having its axis dis

sprocket wheel carrying teeth which over
18. Apparatus ‘of the character described‘ lap'thei registering pin longitudinally there-.
comprising a ?lm-gate‘ having a'?hn pas- , of, the overlapping ‘ends of the teeth and
sageway andfalight aperture on one side of registering pin being tapered, and means

threading.

_

a

i

.

105

the passageway, a registering pin inter for intermittently shitting said guide to .
mediate the-ends of’ the light aperture on' move the ?lm ?rst on said. teeth and then on
said side of the passageway, means on the said pin respectively before and after ‘each
'45 other side of the passageway for 'lntermlt-v intermittent rotation of the sprocket wheel, 110
23. Film advancing and registering me'cha~
tently advancing the ?lm, the operative en
gagement of said means with the ?lm-being ‘ nism comprising a toothed sprocket on one -,

con?ned to the region de?ned by said. ends side oflthe' ?lm for advancing the ?lm int-ov
of the aperture, and means synchronized approximate registration, a registering pin 115
50 with sa'idadvancing means for shiftlng the on the other ‘side of the ?lm for shifting
- ?lmirom the registering pin to said means the ?lmlinto accurate registration,‘ a‘ ?lm
7 before each intermittent advance'and jvice guide movable transversely of the ?lm

55

versa'ai'ter each intermittent‘ advance, said alternately to; move‘ the-?lm on said pin
pin being constructed and arranged to ‘move and "said sprocket respectively, means in
the'?lm into exact registration‘jwiith said -cluding"a rotating element for actuating

aperture when the ?lm is shifted thereto. saidvsprocket intermittently, and a cam on
19. Apparatus of the character described said element for producing said transverse
.
‘
comprising a ?lm-gate having a ?lmpasj movement of'the guide.
24. Film advancing and registering mecha
sageway and a light aperture on one side

BO

of the passageway, a registering‘pin inter. nism comprising a toothed sprocket on one
, mediate'tiie ends of the light aperture on side‘ of. the ?lm ‘for advancing the ?lm ‘into
said side of the passageway, a-?lm-Ladvanc approximate registration, a registering pin
ing sprocket operative upon the ?lm inter ‘on the other side of the ?lm for-shittingthc
mediate said‘ ends‘ of, the aperture on the ?lm into ‘accurate registration, a ?lm guide
other side of the passageway, means for ro movable transversely of the ?lni'alternat‘ely M i

1,579,805

6

. to move the ?lm on said pin and‘ said‘ respectively, and interacting driving and

sprocket respectively, interacting driving driven elements for actuating said sprocket
Jand driven elements for actuating said,» intermittently, said driven element and

‘ sprocketintermittently, and a cam on,one

of said elements for producing said trans
~ viverse movement of the guide. ‘

25. Film advancing and registering-mecha
comprising a toothed sprocket on _one

side of the ?lm for advancing the ?lm into
.10

approximate registration, a registering pin

sprocket wheel being mounted to swing

about the axis of said driving element to re- '

tract the sprocket Wheel for threading, and
one of said elements having a cam for pro-_.

duclng the transverse movement 0‘: said
guide.

.

_

30. Film advancing and registering mech

75

on the other side of the ?lm for, shifting the anism comprising a registering pin on one
a . ‘film into accurate registration, a ?lm‘ guide side of the ?lm, a sprocket wheel on the

.movable transversely of the ?lm alternately other side of the ?lm, a ?lm ‘guide movable
'toiii'nove the ?lm on said pin and said transversely of the ?lm alternately to move
sprocket respectively, interacting driving the ?lm upon said pin. and said sprocket re
',and driven elements for actuating said spectively, and interacting driving and
sprocket intermittently, and a cam on said‘ driven elements for actuating said sprocket
driving element for producing said ‘trans intermittently, said driven element ‘and
sprocket wheel being mounted to swing about
verse movement oft-he guide.
'
advancing and‘re,-,<risterin5g,v mecha the axis of said driving element-to retract
so ' 26.
the sprocket wheel for threading, and said

'
80

nism comprising a registering pin on one
side of the ?lm, a toothed sprocketon the driving element having a cam for producing
other side of the ?lm, a ?lm guide movable the transverse movement of said guide.
31. Film advancing and registering mech
transversely of the ?lm alternately to move
the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket anism comprising a registering pin on one
respectively,’ said guide bein'g pivotally; side of the ?lm, a sprocket wheel on the
‘mounted ‘and carrying a ‘cam. follower, and other side of the ?lm, a ?lm 'guidc movable
means‘including a cam engaging said fol-. transversely of the ?lm alternately to move

ta

‘lower for intermittently actuating said the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket
guide and said sprocket in synchronism. , respectively, and interacting driving and
27. Film advancing" and registering mecha driyen elementsafor actuating said sprocket

nism comprising a-registering pin on one intermittently, said ' driven element and
side of the ‘?lm, a. sprocket wheel on the sprocket wheel ‘being mounted. to swing

40

other side of the ?lm, a ?lm guide movable ' about the axis of said driving element 'to re
transversely of the ?lm alternately'to move tract the sprocket wheel‘for threading, said
the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket driving element having a cam for producing
respectively, and interacting driving and the transverse- movement of said guide-and
driven elementsv for actuating said sprocket having its axis disposed substantially inv the '
intermittently, said driven element' and. plane ‘of the ?lm in the guide, and said 1'05 .

sprocket wheel. being 'mounted to swing driven element ‘and sprocket wheel being
about the ‘axis of said driving element to mounted to swing about said, axis to retract
retract the sprocket wheel for threading. the sprocket wheel for threading.
32.
Filmadvancing
and
registering
mech
28. Film advancing and registering mecha

nism comprising a registering pin on~one anism comprising a registering pin on one
vside of" the ?lm, a sprocket wheel’ onthe side of the ?lm, a toothed sprocket on the
_. vother side of the ?lm, ,a ?lm- guide movable ' other side of the‘ ?lm, a ?lm guide movable
, ' transverselyjof the, ?lm alternately to move transversely of the ?lm alternately to move
‘the ?lm upon said-pin and said ‘sprocket the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket re

45
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respectively, and interacting driving and spectively, said guide being pivoted and hav
driven elements , for actuating said sprocket ing'a cam follower, and interacting driving

‘intermittently, said driven element and

110
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and driven , elements for ' actuating said

sprocket wheel being mounted to swing sprocket intermittently, one of said'elements
‘about the axis of said driving element- to havin a cam for actuating said follower.
retract the sprocket wheel _for threading,’ 33. ilm‘ advancing and registering-mech
and-said axis being disposed substantially anismcomprising a registering pin on one

1-20

in the plane of 'the ?lm in the guide so that side of the ?lm, a toothed sprocket on the

"260

the sprocket teeth move substantially ‘per other side of the ?lm, a ?lm, guide movable
pendicularly from the ?lm when the transversely of the film alternately to move
_ the ?lm upon said in and said sprocket re
sprocket wheel is retracted as aforesaid.

29. Film advancing and registering mech-' spectively, said gui e being pivotally'mount~

anism comprising a registering pin on' one ed' and carrying a cam follower, and means
side of the ?lm, a sprocket wheel on the including a cam engaging said follower for

other side of the ?lm,va ?lm guide movable intermittently actuating said guide,‘ and said

transversely of the ?lm alternately to move

the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket

sprocket in synchronism.

'

v

-

r

.

34. Film advancing andregisteringmeoh~
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‘for actuating said Wheel intermittently,said

anism comprising a registering pin on one
side of the ?lm, a toothed sprocket on'the
other side of the ?lm, a ?lm guide movable
transversely of the ?lm alternately to move.
5 the ?lm upon said pin and said sprocket re

wheel and driven element being mounted _

toswing about the axis of‘the driving ele
ment to retract the wheel for threading with
out disengaging the driving and driveirele

spectively, said gi'iide being pivotally mount

mcnt from each other, and said axis being I

cd'and carrying a cam follower, and inter

disposed approximately in a plane tangent

acting driving and driven elements ‘for ac

to the Wheel on the side engaged by the ?lm

40

tuating said sprocket intermittently,‘ said whereby said - retraction is approximately‘
10 drivinoi element havin
z:

\

a cam for actuatine' perpendicularto the ?lm.
b

.

,

37. Apparatus of the character described
said follower and having its axis disposed
substantially' in the plane of the ?lm in the, comprising a wheel for advancing the ?lm

guide, and said driven element and sprocket _ and interacting driving and driven elements -

wheel being mounted to swing about said for actuating said wheel intermittently,said

15 axis vto retract the sprocket for threading. wheel and (l1‘l\‘€11 element being mounted to‘

3.3. Apparatus ot' the character described swing about the axis of the driving element a
comprising a ?lm-gate having‘a film pas—‘ to retract the wheel for threading without
sageway open on one side to permit the disengaging the driving ‘and drivcii-i've‘le- it
transmission of a plurality of images to or ments from each other, means including a.
£0 from-separate areas of the ?lm, a register ‘rotating element for driving said Twhechand‘
ing pin on said side of the passageway for a support :l’orv saidwheel pivoted to swing

engagement with the ?lm at a'point adjacent about the axis of said element,v and having.

its axis disposed/substantially inuthe plane

the interval between said areas, a ?lm-ad

\vancing sprocket on the opposite side of of the ?lm in the guide, and said driven ele

25 ‘said passageway for engagementiwith the ment and sprocket Wheel being mounted
film adjacent said interval, and means for to swing about said‘ axis tov retract ‘the? '
shifting the ?lm from said pin to said sprocket Wheel for ' threading.
Signed‘ by us at Boston, Mass. thisdéSth ,
sprocket before each advanceand vice versa
7 after each advance.
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day of July, 1921;

36. Apparatus of the character described
comprising a 'wheel for advancing the ?lm

JOSEPH A. BALL.

and-interacting driving and driven elements
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